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Abstract—Photonic integration of optical packet switching
modules is crucial to compete with existing electronic switching
fabrics in large data center networks. The approach of coding
the forwarding packet information in an in-band label enables
a spectral-efficient and scalable way of building low-latency
large port count modular optical packet switching architecture.
We demonstrate the error-free operation of the four in-band
label extraction from 160Gb/s optical data packets based on
photonic integrated silicon-on-insulator ring resonators. Four
low-loss cascaded ring resonators using the quasi-TM mode are
used as narrowband filters to ensure the detection of four optical
labels as well as the error-free forwarding of the payload at
limited power penalty. Due to the low-loss and less-confined
optical quasi-TM mode the resonators can be very narrowband
and have low insertion loss. The effect of the bandwidth of the
four ring resonators on the quality of the payload is investigated.
We show that using four rings with 3dB bandwidth of 21 pm
and only an insertion loss of3 dB, the distortion on the payload
is limited (< 1.5 dB power penalty), even when the resonances
are placed very close to the packet’s central wavelength. We
also investigate the optical power requirements for error-free
detection of the label as function of their spectral position relative
to the center of the payload. The successful in-band positioning
of the labels makes this component very scalable in amount of
labels.

Index Terms—Silicon-on-Insulator, Ring Resonators, Optical
Packet Switch, Optical Label Processor.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The ever increasing demand on the performance of large
data center networks and supercomputers computing at tens
of petaflops per second is creating a communication bottle
neck among the thousands of nodes within these systems
[1], [2]. Especially the port-count dependent latency and
the many power hungry optical-to-electrical and electrical-
to-optical conversions of current electronic switches have
limited the scalability of these systems [3]. This has motivated
research on low latency and large port-count optical packet
switches (OPS).

Packets entering these OPS are labeled with forwarding
information to properly configure the switch and set the packet
destination. Several techniques have been investigated sofar
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to enable a fast, low cost, and low power label processing. A
typical scheme consists of serial time multiplexing the optical
label at the head of the packets on the same wavelength [4].
In order to prevent any degradation of the payload during
the label erasure and insertion, this approach requires guard
times in between the label and the payload. A drawback
of serial time multiplexing the label is that it requires time
consuming bit synchronization and clock recovery circuits
that introduce large latency. To address the large guard times,
approaches making use of parallel label bit processing have
been proposed [5]–[8]. This allows for an asynchronous label
bit processing but is still limited in label recognition times as
discussed in [9], independent of the coding technique being
used. To reduce the latency further, the parallel encode label is
wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) and hence the label
can be processed in parallel allowing for shorter latency times.
A novel modular WDM optical packet switch architecture
using parallel multiplexed coding together with an in-band
optical label technique has been proposed and demonstrated
both numerically and experimentally [9], [10].

In this architecture (shown in Fig.1) each module forwards
an arbitrary number (M) of WDM packets to an arbitrary
number (N) of output ports, based on the information encoded
in the optical label. The optical label, which can consist of
different optical frequency components, is transmitted in-band
with the optical payload to maximize the optical spectral
efficiency and to allow an asynchronous and hence more
straightforward extraction of the label. If the available optical
bandwidth is too limited one can easily increase the number
of addresses through the use of RF tone coding [11]. Several
techniques for label extraction of in-band labeling based on
discrete components have been previously demonstrated [6],
[12].

To drastically decrease the size, unit cost and power con-
sumption of the proposed OPS and to be able to compete with
power efficient and mass-manufacturable electronic switches
integration of the different optical building blocks is absolutely
necessary. In [9] an optical packet switch built using integrated
InP 1 × 4 optical wavelength-space switching modules was
shown to exhibit a reduced power consumption but still used
a discrete and bulky optical label processor. Enabling the
proposed spectrally-efficient in-band labeling requires nar-
rowband drop filters to extract the low-speed labels from a
high-speed payload. This filter could e.g. be an integrated
ring resonator as was demonstrated in [13] were signals at
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Fig. 1. Example of a modular WDM optical packet switch architecture, demonstrated both numerically and experimentally in [9],[10].

160Gb/s were successfully switched. In that demonstration
a singleSi3N4 ring resonator ring followed by an external
arrayed waveguide grating was used to extract two in-band
labels.

In the current work we demonstrate a label extractor consist-
ing of our cascaded narrowband ring resonators implemented
in a low loss silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide platform.
A higher-index contrast system such as SOI confines the light
more strongly and hence allows smaller bending radii. This
allows fabricating narrowband filters with larger free spectral
ranges (FSR). It also permits a higher integration density
compared to lower-index contrast systems such as those based
InP or SiN based systems which is essential when scaling to
larger port numbers.

Our ring resonators are using the low-loss and less-confined
quasi-TM mode is used to create resonances with a bandwidth
(BW) as narrow as17 pm. Using this label extractor we
demonstrate the successful extraction of four in-band labels
and error free operation of the160Gb/s payload. The per-
formance of the ring regarding insertion loss, extinction ratio
and BW (ultimately limited by its loss) is shown to have
a large influence on the quality of the extracted label and
forwarded payload and a trade-off between different devices
and parameters is studied. The minimum required label power
relative to the payload to reach a certain bit-error rate is also
investigated. We found that this power depends on the spectral
position of the label with respect to the center of the payload.

The design and fabrication of the SOI integrated device are
discussed in section II. Section III presents the experimental
results, starting with the characterization of the ring resonator
in III-A, whereby we focus on the trade-off between different
performance specifications. In section III-B the experimental
setup is briefly introduced and in section III-C the full system
characterization, including comprehensive bit-error rate mea-
surements of the forwarded payload as well of the extracted
labels are reported.

lL1 lL2 lL3 lL4

R = radius 

    = 23mm

G = gap 

    = 0.65 - 1.1mm

Ring resonator Grating coupler
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Drop 4
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Fig. 2. Microscopic picture of the label extractor based on four narrowband
Si ring resonators using the quasi-TM mode. The device has oneinput and
five outputs. The through port contains the payload without labels and the
four drop ports contain one extracted label.

II. FABRICATION AND DESIGN

A. Fabrication

The four-channel label extractor was fabricated on a
200mm SOI wafer with2µm buried oxide and220 nm top
c-Si layer. Two silicon patterning steps were carried out in
which respectively70 nm and220 nm of the c-Si layer were
locally etched to define fiber-grating couplers as well as the
ring filter and the access waveguides. A microscopic picture
of the fabricated device is shown in Fig.2.

B. Design

A well-known drawback of highly confined standard single-
mode silicon waveguides (450 nm wide x 220 nm high) is
the sensitivity to vertical sidewall roughness on the quasi-TE
mode. This typically causes wavelength depending backscat-
tering, which can add up coherently in high-quality (Q) factor
filters and will consequently result in filters with an unac-
ceptable high and wavelength depending insertion loss and
resonance splitting [14]. Several options exist to lower the field
overlap with the vertical sidewall roughness. A first optionis to
use the quasi-TM mode in fully etched strip waveguide. This
mode is less confined than the TE-like mode and has been
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used to demonstrate ring resonators exhibiting an improved
Q-factor without resonance splitting [14]. An alternativeis to
use the quasi-TE mode in a partially etched rib waveguide.
Also this approach allows to lower the overlap with vertical
sidewall roughness and has been proven to enable high-Q all-
pass filters [15]. In both cases the waveguide confinement
decreases, requiring somewhat higher bend radii and hence
limiting the free spectral range to4− 5 nm.

In this paper we will focus on the use of the quasi-TM
mode to optimize the ring parameters. Fiber-grating couplers
designed for the quasi-TM mode are used to couple the light
on chip, as shown in the right inset of Fig.2. The waveguides
have a height of220 nm and a width of500 nm. In designing
the first-order ring resonator, the free spectral range was set
to 5 nm, which is approximately the20 dB bandwidth of the
160Gb/s payload resulting in a radius of23µm. We used
the analytical description of the spectral behavior of ring
resonators as described in [16].

To explore the effect of the bandwidth of the ring resonator,
the gap between the bus and ring waveguide was swept
between0.65µm and 1.1µm. This gap range is estimated
based on the coupling strength between the bus and ring
waveguide calculated with a 2D mode solver (Photon Design).
All four rings were designed equally but due to some local
non-uniformity the resonances of the ring resonator are not
overlapping. The quasi-TM mode is particularly sensitive to
height deviations of the silicon waveguide due to its tight
vertical confinement of the electrical field. In a later step,
heaters can be integrated to tune the resonances on the desired
grid or spectral position [17].

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We start this section with the characterization of the ring
resonator and discussing how the different filter specifications
change in function of the bus-to-ring waveguide coupling.
Then, using the optimized ring resonators, we demonstrate the
extraction of four in-band labels from a160Gb/s payload.

A. Characterization of the ring resonator

The label extractor was characterized using a tunable laser
with a resolution of1 pm centered around1550 nm. Fig.3
shows how the main characteristics of the label filter vary
as function of the bus-to-ring waveguide gap, with (a) the
insertion loss (IL), (b) the extinction ratio (ER) defined bythe
drop power at resonance with respect to off resonance, (c) the
3 dB BW and (d) the Q-factor.

These results show there is a trade-off between efficiency
of the label extraction and power penalties induced on the
forwarded payload. To minimize the power penalty on the
payload the ring resonators with the smallest bandwidth are
preferred since these will erase the smallest amount of signal
power of the payload. In Fig.4, the effect of the resonance
bandwidth on the payload is investigated. The BER of the
payload with a fixed input power versus the Q-factor of
the four rings is plotted. The full setup is explained in the
following section (section III-C). Note that no labels were
added to the payload in this case. The resonance wavelengths
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Fig. 3. Overview of the main characteristics of the ring resonators, with (a)
the insertion loss, (b) the extinction ratio, (c) the 3dB bandwidth (BW) and (d)
the Q-factor, all as function of the gap width. For a larger gap, the insertion
loss and Q-factor increase, while the extinction ratio and bandwidth decrease.
The performance parameters for the chosen device with gap0.95µm are
denoted with a circle.
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Fig. 4. The relationship between the BER of the payload and the bandwidth
(Q-factor) of the four label extractors. The power of the payload is kept
constant and received as−9 dBm. The larger the Q-factor, the less signal
power of the payload is erased and thus the better the BER.

of the ring resonators are different for each device. However,
all of resonances are within the fundamental and the second
160Gb/s harmonic of payload and none of the resonances
is overlapping with each other. One can see that the BER of
the payload is indeed improving drastically for increasingQ-
factor as expected, which is the result of both a smaller ER
and a more narrow BW for the higher Q-factor devices.

Another positive effect of using ring filters with a smaller
bandwidth is the decreasing fraction of the payload that is
found in the dropped label, resulting in an improved optical
signal to noise ratio for constant label and payload input power.

However, at the same time the IL becomes larger (Fig.3a)
exceeding5 dB for a gap≥ 1.05µm. This can be understood
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Fig. 6. The setup consisting of label and payload creation, coupled together
into the DUT. After label extraction the payload is demultiplexed to40Gb/s
for BER measurements.

from the fact that the light is longer in the ring before it can
exit the ring and therefore exhibits more attenuation due to
waveguide losses. For the same reason also the ER is smaller
for narrow-band ring resonators. This results in more powerof
the label remaining in the payload and thus potentially lowers
the quality of the payload.

Based on these figures of merit, we choose to use the
device with ring resonators with gap of0.95µm to perform a
system test. The spectral characteristics of this label extractor
are shown in Fig.5. The FSR is5.5 nm, the IL is between
2.5− 3.5 dB depending on the channel and the ER is10 dB.
The non uniformity between the channels IL and ER is most
likely coming from small deviations in waveguide losses. The
quality factor (Q) of each ring resonator is around76000,
corresponding with a3 dB BW of 21 pm.

B. System test

The experimental setup employed is shown in Fig.6, where
also the location of the through and drop ports is indicated.
The small bandwidth of the filters requires a stable temperature
which is ensured by a temperature-controlled chip stage. The
spectrum of the label extractor input signal consisting of a
160Gb/s modulated payload and four labels modulated at
1.3Gb/s is shown in Fig.7(a). The payload is generated by
time-quadrupling a40Gb/s data stream consisting of256
return-to-zero bits into a160Gb/s data stream using a passive
pulse interleaver. Note that in this way the generation of the
160Gb/s signal is not phase coherent, and the interference

between the adjacent bits will therefore cause a variation
of the various harmonics clearly visible when comparing
the different spectra shown in Fig.7. In order to obtain a
phase coherent signal, the OTDM160Gb/s signal may be
wavelength converted before adding the labels to the signal
[18]. The1.4 ps optical pulses make the−20 dB bandwidth of
the payload to be5 nm. The center wavelength of the payload
is 1552.2 nm and has a total input power of3.7 dBm.

The four labels are generated with four tunable continuous-
wave lasers and are placed exactly on the resonances of the
ring filters, with wavelengths as denoted in Fig.7(a). The power
of each label is set to−8.9 dBm making the total label power
equal to−2.9 dBm. At this power level, the payload after label
extraction is error free (error rate =10−9). The output spectra
measured at the drop ports of the ring filters are plotted in
Fig.7(b). The location of the ports is shown in Fig.2. Each
label signal has an amount of noise coming from the payload
signal. One can see that the amount of noise is larger for label
4 than for label 1. This is understood by the relative spectral
distance of the labels with payload’s center wavelength (de-
fined as the largest frequency component). For label 4 this
distance is indeed much smaller than for label 1, respectively
located at0.4 nm and1.9 nm away from the payload’s center
wavelength. One can also see a smaller amount of noise at
shorter wavelengths coming from the adjacent resonances of
the ring filters. The output spectrum after label extraction,
measured at the through port of the cascaded ring filters, is
shown in Fig.7(c). Each label is dropped by≈ 10 dB with
respect to the payload, which corresponds to the ER of the
ring resonator plotted in Fig.3. The total output power of
the payload is−9.2 dBm at the through port of our device,
showing a total IL of12.9 dB. We can contribute most of the
loss to the grating couplers.

The quality of the payload after label extraction is assessed
through a bit-error rate measurement of the four demultiplexed
40Gb/s signals and is compared with the case where the
payload without labels is sent directly to the receiver (denoted
as back-to-back). The results are shown in Fig.8. One can see
that the power penalty introduced by the label extractor is
< 1.5 dB. This power penalty partly results from the fact that
some signal power of the payload is filtered out when passing
through the label extractor and partly from the four labels
which are not perfectly removed and therefore are adding an
extra noise floor to the payload. We want to highlight that the
BER measurements for the payload in Fig.8 are collected by
using a receiver with different sensitivity with respect tothe
one employed in Fig.4.

The quality of the four in-band labels after extraction from
the payload is evaluated as well and compared to the input
condition of the label, denoted as back-to-back in Fig.9. To
provide more insight, only the power of the label is changed
while keeping the power of the payload constant. Since the
signal bandwidth of the label modulated at1.3Gb/s is small
(3dB BW of 7.2 pm), no distortion is expected from the ring
resonator with a 3dB BW of21 pm. In other words, the optical
lifetime of the signal in the ring is short enough to not affect
the signal quality of the label. The only noise is coming from
the fraction of the payload passing through to the drop port.
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(a) (b)
(c)

Fig. 7. Optical spectra from the input and outputs with in (a)the input spectrum of the label extractor consisting of a160Gb/s modulated payload signal
centered at1552.2 nm and four1.3Gb/s modulated label signals and the output spectra of (b) the fourlabels measured at the drop port and (c) the through
port of the label extractor. The location of each port is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 8. Bit-error rate measurements of the payload after labelextraction. The
power penalty introduced compared with the payload without labels before
the device (denoted as back-to-back) is less than1.5 dB.

Increasing the power of the payload therefore decreases the
optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and thus the bit errorrate
(BER). This ratio is defined by the amount of label power
divided by the payload power both measured separately at a
certain drop port of the label extractor and is denoted explicitly
for each data point in Fig.9. The difference in spectral position
with respect to the center wavelength of the payload has a clear
impact on the power penalty of the different labels. Label 1,
which is further away payload’s center wavelength, only hasa
power penalty of approximately1 dB while label4, which is
near the center of the payload, has the largest power penaltyof
4 dB. One can also see that an OSNR close to11 is a necessary
condition to achieve error-free (EF) operation of the label(i.e.
error rate =10−9), independent from the spectral position of
the label. An exception is label 4, where the OSNR required
for EF operation is only9.5, which is probably due to the fact
that this label is very close to payload’s center wavelength.

The relationship between the BER and the OSNR is plotted
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Fig. 9. Bit-error rate measurements of the four labels comparedwith the
input condition of the label (back-to-back). The power of the payload is kept
constant to provide more insight based on the optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR). Label 1 has a smaller power penalty then label 4 due to its spectral
position further away from the payload’s center wavelength.

in a different way in Fig.10, where one can indeed see that
label 1, 2 and 3 are following the same trend while label
4 is shifted. The power of each label can now be adjusted
depending on the spectral distance away from the payload’s
center wavelength and on the required BER. The spectra
of the EF received labels are plotted in Fig.11 with input
powers of−10.1 dB, −9.6 dBm, −7.4 dBm and −5.9 dBm
for respectively label 1, 2, 3 and 4. This brings the total power
of the 4-channel label to−1.89 dBm which is1 dB more than
the total label power used initially to assess the quality of
the payload. Fig.11 also shows the eye diagrams of the four
different labels at EF operation, plotted on the same scale,
where label4 has indeed the largest noise level.

If the system requires smaller label input powers, e.g. due to
power limitations, one can shift the resonances with respect to
the payload and work at lower power penalties for the labels.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper an in-band label extractor based on narrow-
bandwidth silicon ring resonators using the low-loss quasi-
TM mode is investigated. A trade-off between different ring
resonator designs regarding relevant filter specificationssuch
as insertion loss, extinction ratio and bandwidth is made. The
selected device consisting of four cascaded ring filters with
an insertion loss of3 dB, and extinction ratio of10 dB and a
bandwidth of21 pm, was shown to be able to extract four in-
band labels modulated at1.3Gb/s from a 160Gb/s payload.
The quality of the payload as well as the quality of the four
labels was evaluated showing error free operation at< 1.5 dB
power penalty for the payload. The power penalty of the label
depends on the exact spectral position with respect to the

center of the payload and ranges between1 dB and 4 dB

in our study. It has been shown before that filter position
can be tuned using integrated heaters [17]. This gives the
designer the freedom to optimize the exact spectral position
of the labels based on system requirements regarding bit-
error rate, power limitations, amount of labels etc. Positioning
extra labels further away from the payload’s center wavelength
will not add extra distortion to the payload and lower label
powers can be used. The amount of labels can then further be
multiplied by using several RF tones [10] making this label
approach flexible and scalable in terms of amount of labels.
In a next step highly responsive photodiodes can be integrated
directly with the label extractor as we showed before [17].
This will result in a more efficient OE conversion of the label
because there is no off-chip insertion loss.
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